
           

 

C1 - PRIX DE CANISY - 2450m (a1 1/2m) - Class E - Mounted - EUR € 

21.000  

 

1. KARIZA DE DAIDOU - Failed to impress on debut at Vincennes. Looks to face a tough task 
ahead and can be overlooked 

2. KIDY D'EPONA - Disqualified in both career starts thus far and has a mounted to climb on that 
evidence 

3. KISS ME D'OLIVERIE - Left regrets after her recent disqualification at Fougères. Is by Scipion 
du Goutier and could spring a surprise on her first attempt in this discipline  

4. KITA DU RIB - Disqualified on debut, her team is trying their luck in the mounted trot. Possible 
surprise. 

5. KALYPSO DU CAUX - Failed to impress on debut after losing her stride early in the race. Not 
a priority in this line-up 

6. KEMETCHA DES BAUX - Has failed to leave a positive impression in three starts to date and 
others make more appeal 

7. KIM D'ERABLE - Finished 4th on debut at the venue and with the natural improvement, can 
be given some consideration 

8. KALINE JULMA - Two places and one disqualification from three starts. Tries the Mounted 
discipline and is not out of it 

9. KER ISA - Performed exceptionally well at Châteaubriant on debut under the saddle. Up 
against females only this time, looks a serious contender  

10. KEDGE CASTELETS - Two places fro six starts under harness. Seems to face a tough 
assignment on debut under the saddle 

11. KELLY DES LUCAS - Scored against the colts first time out at Dozulé on turf. Boasts a first 
rate chance here 

12. KALINE DU RIB - A previous winner under harness, has a lot of progress to offer and should 
be monitored here 

13. KETTY DE LA BUTTE - Impressed when winning on her first appearance in this code at 
Maure-de-Bretagne. Expected to follow up 

14. KAGNOTTE D'AZIF - Talented filly under harness, is well-entered in this race and looks an 
interesting prospect first start under the saddle 

Summary : It looks like this race could go to KAGNOTTE D'AZIF (14), a talented filly under 
harness who could make a significant impact on her first attempt under the saddle. KER ISA (9), 
who clocked a commendable time on debut at Châteaubriant, could be the big threat to the 
selection. A daughter of Scipion du Goutier, KISS ME D'OLIVERIE (3) should be well suited to 

the discipline. KETTY DE LA BUTTE (13) is an improved individual since racing under the saddle.  

SELECTIONS 

KAGNOTTE D'AZIF (14) - KER ISA (9) - KISS ME D'OLIVERIE (3) - KETTY DE LA BUTTE 



           

(13) 



           

C2 - PRIX DE FERMANVILLE - 2200m (a1 3/8m) - Autostart - Class E - 

Harness - EUR € 21.000  

 
1. KARIMA DU PARC - She made a successful competition debut at Durtal. This daughter of Up 
and Quick should play a significant role at the finish line 

2. KIM DES RIOULTS - Went off the mark impressively at Arras on third career start and has 
claims on the back of this effort 

3. KEYPTOWN - Blows hot and cold but not devoid of ability and with Eric Raffin in the kart, must 
be given consideration 

4. KLASSICA DESBOIS - Off the mark at Bordeaux-le-Bouscat on second attempt back in 
January. Well positioned in the front line, could be in the mix 

5. KALOUMA DELADOU - Off the mark on turf on this attempt. For of the race has since worked 
out well and must be kept on the radar 

6. KEA DES RACQUES - Progressive filly who went off the mark at Rambouillet two weeks ago. 
Good chance here too 

7. KIA ORA - Went off the mark impressively on turf on second career start. Reunites to Yoann 
Lebourgeois and can follow up 

8. KATINKA DU MOUCHEL - Cosy winner first time out on turf a fortnight ago and has plenty 
more to offer. Leading chance 

9. KIMMERIDGIENNE - Three good runs so far in as many starts. Pads on all four feet for the 
first time and can be in the mix 

10. KOCAINE BOND - Left a good impression on debut at le Mont-Saint-Michel. Tough task from 
the second row but remains hard to ignore 

11. KAOLA DE CREPIN - Disqualified at 36/1 on debut at Meslay-du-Maine and is unlikely to 
shake things up. Best to pass over 

12. KANDY DELO - Very delicate filly who needs to put her house in order before giving any 
consideration. Look elsewhere 

13. KITTY PIYA - Posted a promising first start but disappointed in next two and has work to do 
at present 

14. KARLIE STAR - Disqualified twice in as many attempts, will need to show a totally different 
face to play a role here 

Summary : KIA ORA (7) outclassed her rivals on turf at Dozulé and should not be bothered by 
the change of surface. She is taken to confirm and follow up with another victory. Both KATINKA 

DU MOUCHEL (8) and KARIMA DU PARC (1) won on their respective debut on turf too and 
warrants plenty of consideration. KEYPTOWN (3) is not the most dependable but has talent when 
focused on the job. 

SELECTIONS 

KIA ORA (7) - KATINKA DU MOUCHEL (8) - KARIMA DU PARC (1) - KEYPTOWN (3) 



           

C3 - PRIX DE COLLEVILLE - 2450m (a1 1/2m) - Class E - Mounted - EUR € 

24.000  

 
1. INDY DE NEUVY - Comes in on the back of a several poor performances and is hard to make 
a case for 

2. ILONA DU SAPTEL - Modest mare who will have her work cut out in a race of this caliber. 
Best to overlook 

3. IRIS RENARDIER - Good last two runs in this code but this is tougher today and will need to 
raise her game significantly 

4. IBILI DE SALTA - Often shows a lack of discipline but not exempt from a surprise performance 
on a good day. Runs barefoot 

5. ISBA DU VIVIER - Left a very positive impression despite the sanction at Châteaubriant. If 
behaving, has a strong chance 

6. INTRIGANTE - Comes in on a string of poor performances but top connections and could 
bounce back at a nice price 

7. INES PIERJI - Posted two modest runs under harness this year and faces an uphill task on 
debut under the saddle 

8. IDEALE D'ABBEVILLE - In good form of late and with the assistance of Eric Raffin, must be 
given serious consideration 

9. IN LOVE REGLISSE - Consistent for the most part in this code and although appears held for 
success, cannot be discounted for a place 

10. IROKO DU LOIR - Boast an impressive track record in this discipline and looks a serious 
contender on that basis. Player 

11. I AM DE LA COUR - A good second at Vincennes last December, but lost his way since. Well 
spoken and expected to make amends 

12. INTELLO D'ERABLE - Delicate but hugely talented gelding who is undefeated in two starts 
under the saddle. Has plenty more to offer 

13. IDEAL DU RUEL - Very useful in this code. Posted a creditable comeback run at Argentan, 
and appears ready to play a significant role this time around 

Summary : INTELLO D'ERABLE (12) does not lack ability and although he was a very delicate 
horse under harness, he has enjoyed the switch to the Mounted races and can record a third 

straight victory. IROKO DU LOIR (10) is very effective in this code at the venue and looks the 
main danger to the selection. A case can be made for both IDEALE D'ABBEVILLE (8), currently 
in good shape, and I AM DE LA COUR (11) who did show promises at the end of last season.  

SELECTIONS 

INTELLO D'ERABLE (12) - IROKO DU LOIR (10) - IDEALE D'ABBEVILLE (8) - I AM DE LA 

COUR (11) 



           

C4 - PRIX DE FEUGERES - 2200m (a1 3/8m) - Autostart - Class F - 

Harness - EUR € 18.500  

 
1. J'AIME EN VRAI - Not devoid of ability but obvious lack of consistency. Good last run and can 
be in the shake-up 

2. JASMINE DE L'AVRE - Well placed in the front row and entrusted to Mathieu Mottier, has a 
significant role to play 

3. JULIA VIVA - Well-related filly who missed the first success by a narrow margin last time out. 
Can go one better 

4. JULIA DE MUTRECY - Posted two good runs before the sanction last time out. Entrusted to 
David Thomain and unshod on all four. Enters calculations 

5. JORDANIE DU VIVIER - Filly with considerable talent when she can keep her stride together. 
Top-yard and must be shortlisted 

6. JIMKA COSTARDIERE - Place twice last year but showed little of note in two outings this 
season. Hard to make a case for 

7. JELISSA DES MONTS - Yet to win after 13 starts but good last at Lisieux and first time 
padded on all four. Can pop-up 

8. JAMAICA SAM - Made a gpromising return to racing at Dozulé and can surprise on her first 
start without hind shoes 

9. JEUNE ET JOLIE - Poor recent form under the saddle does not instill confidence on return to 
harness. Hard to like 

10. JOZEFINA - Delicate filly but not without a certain amount of ability.  On the second row 
behind the car-start and faces a challenging task 

11. JOIE DE VIVRE - One win from nine starts and good recent form. Unshod on all four for the 
first time and warrants consideration 

12. JUSTIFICATION - Went off the mark on turf last August but has lost her way since and can 
confidently be passed over 

13. JUADELOUPE - Last-start winner who has plenty of early speed and can overcome her poor 
starting position on second row 

14. JOCONDE DES PRES - One win from nine thus far and although recent form lacks a bit of 
depth,  should not be overlooked with all shoes coming off for the first time 

15. JADE FOR EVER - Won once last year and has been in reasonable form this season at lower 
grade. Unshod at the back for the first time 

16. JOA DE LA LOUTRIE - Has been struggling with form in recent months and cannot be 
considered in a race of this caliber 

17. JAFA FOR EVER - Lightly-raced filly who went off the mark at Saint-Malo last time out. Has 
more to offer and must be respected 

18. JOY ERCA - Has done nothing noteworthy for some time now and will have limited 
aspirations 



           

Summary : In this highly competitive event, the nod is given to JULIA VIVA (3), a daughter of the 
accomplished Kuza Viva, who came close to a first victory last time out when second and is taken 
to go one better. JORDANIE DU VIVIER (5)  takes a drop in class and in distance so looks a real 
danger. JUADELOUPE (13) and JAFA FOR EVER (17) went off the mark in their respective last 

start and must be closely monitored. 

SELECTIONS 

JULIA VIVA (3) - JORDANIE DU VIVIER (5) - JUADELOUPE (13) - JAFA FOR EVER (17) 



           

C5 - PRIX DE JUMIEGES - 2450m (a1 1/2m) - Apprentices-Conditional-

Jockeys - Class E - Mounted - EUR € 21.000  

 
1. HATE YOU BEYLEV - Posted two good starts including a win last September in this code but 
has lost his way since. Must reaffirm at present 

2. HYACINTHE NAY - Not sighted in two previous starts in this code - in 2020- and is unlikely to 
trouble the judges on that evidence 

3. GUERRIER DE BRETT - Poor recent form is probably reflective of his chance and is easily 
passed over in a race like that 

4. GEM HAUFOR - Has not finished in the frame since winning at Angers in July 2021 and many 
others make more appeal 

5. HIER ENCORE - Quality trotter who can prove very tricky and although current form is not 
inspiring, cannot be excluded of the equation 

6. HELENE D'OSTAL - Impressive winner in this code last time out at Le Mont Saint Michel. Only 
hind shoes come off this time but a player all the same 

7. GANGWAY - Has not won a race for over two years and recent form is far from inspiring. Hard 
to fancy 

8. GEORGIA DU PONT - Has done little of note in past ten months and is not easy to make a 
case for on that evidence 

9. GLOIRE D'AMOUR - Improved last start in this code and under a new shoeing feature, is 
capable of making her presence felt 

10. HULK DU COQ - Very consistent performer under current shoeing configuration and is 
expected to be closely involved once again 

11. GATSBY EFFEL - Has enjoyed a productive 2023 thus far and should once again play a 
feature role. Shortlisted 

12. HIDALGO DAIRPET - Modest recent form in this discipline and has a few lengths to find. Not 
a priority choice 

13. HOMEMADE QUICK - Class horse in the Mounted discipline. Has had two comeback runs 
and looks all set for a big performance 

14. HEROINE DU DAN - Good last two efforts in this code. Boasts an impressive strike rate when 
associated to Léo Balu and must be respected 

Summary : A winner at Vincennes in an astonishing 1'13"7 when last seen in a Mounted race, 
HOMEMADE QUICK (13) has shaped up nicely under harness and looks all set for a winning 

return in his preferred discipline. HELENE D'OSTAL (6) has enjoyed a good start to the year and 
could pose a threat to the main selection. HULK DU COQ (10) is as reliable as trotters come and 
warrants plenty of consideration. The in-form GATSBY EFFEL (11) complete the shortlist. 

SELECTIONS 

HOMEMADE QUICK (13) - HELENE D'OSTAL (6) - HULK DU COQ (10) - GATSBY EFFEL 

(11) 



           

C6 - PRIX DE DOUVRES - 2450m (a1 1/2m) - Class E - Harness - EUR € 

24.000  

 
1. HOTESSE - Mare with ability but can prove tricky. Capable of picking up a place if she keeps 
her stride together 

2. HYDRA D'ACADIE - Very poor recent form is probably reflective of her chances and can easily 
be passed over 

3. HANNA DU KLAU - Has done little of note in six starts this term and looks hard to make a 
case for. Best to be passed over 

4. HORCHATA - Not without ability but remains very inconsistent and many others make more 
appeal. Best to pass over 

5. HUMEUR DI PAO - Best recent form is under the saddle. Has not won a race since January 
2022 and is best to overlook 

6. HELSINKI - Dual winner from thirty-three. Showed better intentions in last start at Graignes 
and cannot be excluded of the equation 

7. HELIGOLAND - Won three races last year but is off since October and cannot be worth any 
consideration on comeback 

8. HAUTENTICA - Very useful mare who has had three comeback runs this year and shoes 
come off this time around. Must be shortlisted 

9. HEROINE DE GUERRE - Has been in excellent form this year and was in contention for 
success when sanctioned at Le Mont Saint-Miche last time. On a redemption mission 

10. HIROISE DU PARJAT - Has yet to win a race this year but has been placed on several 
occasions. Enters calculations 

11. HOPE DE PEISELS - Very consistent mare who could find one or two too good once again. 
Remains a solid place prospect 

12. HALMA VICI - Has been placed only once in past two seasons and has work to do in a 
contest of this nature. Look elsewhere 

13. HERA DU DONJON - Has not won a race for about a year now but tends to go well when not 
disqualified. Can be in the mix 

14. HOLLY GREEN - Seldom wins races but has ability and only run this year was good. can pick 
up some money at big odds 

15. HARMONY LA NUIT - One win and three disqualifications in last four starts. Can trot when 
applied but remains hard to trust 

16. HAZILYS - Has been knocking at the door and is ideally entered. The one they all have to 
beat 

Summary : HAZILYS (16) has been in excellent recent form and finds here a good spot to 
resume winning ways, ten months after her last success. HIROISE DU PARJAT (10) has also 

been in good spirit in 2023 and will not go down without a fight. Unlucky in her last start, 
HEROINE DE GUERRE (9) can be given another chance. If applied, HERA DU DONJON (13) 
can also make her presence felt. 



           

SELECTIONS 

HAZILYS (16) - HIROISE DU PARJAT (10) - HEROINE DE GUERRE (9) - HERA DU 

DONJON (13) 



           

C7 - PRIX DE MOYON - 2450m (a1 1/2m) - Class E - Harness - EUR € 

24.000  

 
1. HARKOS DE CERISY - Has done little of note in seven starts this year and is unlikely to 
trouble the judges. Look elsewhere 

2. HAKA DU RIB - Won two from last four starts and runs barefoot. Can be given some 
consideration 

3. HOBSON - Was on a good run of form prior to his last sanction. Seldom wins races though 
and remains hard to fancy 

4. HIBISCUS NORMAND - Seldom wins races but showed a rebound of form last time at Reims 
and is not out of it for a place 

5. HATTILA - Three times winner from forty three. Reassured in last two starts but all shoes on 
and is best to watch for now 

6. HAVE DREAM BEYLEV - Not devoid of ability but modest recent form does not instill 
confidence. Others make more appeal 

7. HERICK DE LA POTEL - Won seven from twenty-eight so far and showed improvement in last 
start. All shoes come off this time around 

8. HURRICANE CARTER - Comes in on the back of six consecutive victories and with Yoann 
Lebourgeois in the kart, looks hard to oppose 

9. HORACE D'ARTHENAY - Consistent for the most part but has little room for maneuver in a 
race like that and others make more appeal 

10. HALDO D'YMER - Good consistent performer in this class of event but looks held for success 
and appears more like a place prospect 

11. HERNANDO BELLO - Couse & distance winner who has shaped up nicely for this race. All 
shoes come off and is hugely respected 

12. HABIBI - Registered a sixth career win at Amiens in February but has lost his way since then. 
Look elsewhere 

13. HURLEVENT - A winner of only previous start with Eric Raffin. Has long been aimed at this 
race and must be closely monitored 

14. HIGH CHAPARAL - Has been struggling with form in recent months and cannot be given any 
consideration 

15. HOPE YOU CAN - Consistent performer who is always effective when racing barefoot and 
must be given serious consideration 

16. HIBISCUS DE LATOM - Course & distance winner who is ideally entered. Currently on the 
upgrade and must have a leading chance 



           

Summary : HURRICANE CARTER (8) keeps winning races and the way he scored on both his 
outings in 2023 suggests that he will once again be very hard to beat. However it is best to keep 
a close eye on HERNANDO BELLO (11) who had this race on his agenda for a long time. 
HURLEVENT (13) who reunites with Eric Raffin on this occasion is another one who has been 

carefully prepared for this contest. HOPE YOU CAN (15) is a solid alternative in case the 
selection happens to run below par. 

SELECTIONS 

HURRICANE CARTER (8) - HERNANDO BELLO (11) - HURLEVENT (13) - HOPE YOU CAN 

(15) 



           

C8 - PRIX DE CLARBEC - 2200m (a1 3/8m) - Autostart - Class F - Harness 

- EUR € 18.500  

 
1. JOUR D'ERABLE - Won one race on turf last year and was disqualified in only outing this 
season. Has work to do 

2. JAZZ VERONE - Good consistent trotter who is well drawn on the front tier. Not much room for 
maneuver in this division but can place 

3. JACADI D'ARGILIN - Bounced back to form last time out when barefoot for the first time. 
Expected to confirm 

4. JUSTAUCORPS - Modest trotter who is still a maiden after twenty starts and is unlikely to 
change this figure this time either 

5. JUST D'ACADIE - One win from eight starts and was a game 4th last time at La Capelle. 
Yoann Lebourgeois at the helm is a plus 

6. JEAN MAJYC - Placed on a few occasions last year and was not disgraced on seasonal bow 
at Amiens a fortnight ago. Outside chance 

7. JERRY PAULO - Went off the mark in style at Amiens last time out and gets the service of Eric 
Raffing. Can follow up 

8. JERARD DE LA POTEL - Won two from ten so far including latest but both victories registered 
on turf. Has it all to prove on sand 

9. JASPER'S WAY - Went off the mark at Vire last time out when running barefoot for the first 
time. Same shoeing feature applies today 

10. JUGURTHA POLKA - Best efforts so far including a win have been registered on turf. Has it 
all to prove on sand 

11. JAZZ DES MANIS - Modest trotter who has been placed once - on turf - in four starts. Others 
make more appeal 

12. JOKER DE LA BRETTE - Hinted at ability last year without winning. Two modest efforts this 
season but Mathieu Mottier in the kart instils confidence 

13. JAROD MADRIK - Talented trotter but remains very delicate. A question of all or nothing but 
seems risky to pass over 

14. JAPLOO DE CAMBRI - Good consistent performer in this division and from a tricky draw, 
looks more like a place prospect 

15. JACKSON GALAA - One time winner from six. Bounced back to form last time out after a 
tricky start to the year and is not out of it 

16. JAZZ - Lightly-raced gelding who won his first start last year. Bounced back to form last time 
out and is not out of it 

17. JACKPOT DE PLOMB - Went off the mark last November at Meslay du Maine. Reassured 
last time out after a tricky start to the year but still has plenty to find 

18. JUAN PERRINE - Recorded a first career success at Thouars on turf last time and can follow 
up back on sand this Thursday 



           

Summary : JERRY PAULO (7) posted a fine effort when he went off the mark at Amiens and 
surely has more to offer. Entrusted to Eric Raffin this time around, he will take all the beating. 
Yoann le Bourgeois is back at the reins ofJUST D'ACADIE (5). The pair won at Graignes early 
April and looks the main danger to the selection. JASPER'S WAY (9) is clearly an improved horse 

without his shoes. JUAN PERRINE (18) has a tricky draw but remains a solid place contender.  

SELECTIONS 

JERRY PAULO (7) - JUST D'ACADIE (5) - JASPER'S WAY (9) - JUAN PERRINE (18) 

 


